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ABSTRACT 
We use weighted directed graphs to introduce a class of nonnegative matrices 
which, under a simple condition, are inverse M-matrices. We call our class the 
generalized ultrametic matrices, since it contains the class of (symmetric) ultra- 
metric matrices and some unsymmetric matrices. We show that a generalized 
ultrametric matrix is the inverse of a row and column diagonally dominant M- 
matrix if and only if it contains no zero row and no two of its rows are identical. 
This theorem generalizes the known result that a (symmetric) strictly ultramet- 
ric matrix is the inverse of a strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix. We also 
present inequalities and conditions for equality among the entries of the inverse 
of a row diagonally dominant M-matrix. Some of these inequalities and condi- 
tions for equality generalize results of Stieltjes on inverses of symmetric diagonally 
dominant M-matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The difficulty of characterizing all nonnegative matrices whose inverses 
are M-matrices has led to the study of the general properties of inverse 
M-matrices and to the identification of particular classes of such matrices. 
Recently Martinez, Michon, and San Martin [8] showed that a certain class 
of nonnegative symmetric matrices, namely the strictly ultrametric matri- 
ces, are inverses of symmetric strictly diagonally dominant M-matrices. A 
matrix-theoretic proof of this result was given by Nabben and Varga [9], 
who analyzed this class further in [13] and broadened it in [14]. In this 
paper we introduce a class of matrices which we call the generalized ultra- 
metric matrices. Our class is defined in terms of triangles in the weighted 
graph of the matrix, and it contains the ultrametric matrices as well as 
some unsymmetric matrices. We show that a generalized ultrametric ma- 
trix is the inverse of a row diagonally dominant M-matrix if and only if 
it contains no zero row and no two of its rows are identical; see Section 4. 
The symmetric case of this theorem extends the known results referred 
to above. We develop proof techniques in terms of graphs which we call 
isosceles graphs and the corresponding form of the matrix under permuta- 
tion similarity, which we call the nested block form. 
In 1887, in one of the earliest papers on M-matrices, Stieltjes [ll] 
showed that the inverse of a nonsingular symmetric diagonally dominant 
M-matrix is a nonnegative matrix whose diagonal entries are greater than 
or equal to the off-diagonal entries in the corresponding column, and he 
gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality to hold. In this 
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paper we generalize Stieltjes’s inequality to row diagonally dominant M- 
matrices that may not be symmetric. We also generalize his conditions for 
equality to possibly unsymmetric row diagonally dominant M-matrices in 
terms of certain access relations of their graph; see Section 3. 
After we obtained some of the results in this paper, we learned that 
Nabben and Varga have considered similar classes of matrices and that 
they have obtained some overlapping results. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
We begin with some standard notation and definitions. 
Let X = [zij] E BY. Let (n) = (1, . . . , n}. 
We let e denote the n x 1 all-ones vector, so that Xe is the vector of 
row sums of X. We also let p(X) denote the spectral radius of X. 
We say X is 
positive(X > 0) if xij > 0 for all i,j E (n); 
semipositive(X > 0) if xij > 0 for all i,j E (n) and X # 0; and 
nonnegative(X > 0) if Xij 2 0 for all i,j E (n). 
We will write XT to represent the transpose of X. 
We will write min(X) = min{xij ] i,j E (n)} and max(X) = max{xij 1 
i,j E (4). 
We call X a Z-matrix if X = aI - P for some a E Iw with P nonnegative. 
If in addition a 2 p(P), then we say X is an M-matrix. We say an M- 
matrix X is row diagonally dominant if Xe 2 0. We say X is strictly row 
diagonally dominant if Xe > 0. Similarly, we say X is (strictly) column 
diagonally dominant if XT is (strictly) row diagonally dominant. 
Let (Y, ,0 & (n). We will write X,0 to represent the submatrix of X 
whose rows are indexed by the elements of CY and whose columns are indexed 
by the elements of ,0. The set Q’ will be (n)\o. 
LetI’=(V,E) b e a digraph, where V is a finite vertex set and E is an 
edge set. Let U C V and F = {(i,j) 1 i,j E U, (i,j) E E}. Then we call 
(U, F) the subgraph of r induced by U. A path from j to k in I’ is a sequence 
of vertices j = ri,rz,. . ,rt = k with (~,,r,+i) E E for i = 1,. . . ,t - 1. 
A path for which the vertices are pairwise distinct is called a simple path. 
The empty path will be considered a simple path linking every vertex to 
itself. If there is a path from j to k, we say that j has access to k. If j 
has access to k and k has access to j, we say j and k communicate. The 
communication relation is an equivalence relation; hence we may partition 
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V into equivalence classes, which we will refer to as the classes of I’. If 
cy C V and i, j E V, we say i has access to j through CY if there is a path 
from i to j in l? such that all intermediate vertices (if any) belong to LL. 
Let I’i = (Vl,El) and I’2 = (Vz, E2) be graphs. If VI = V2, then 
we define the union of the graphs to be ri U rz = (V1,El u I&). We 
define the product of the graphs to be l?irz = (V, E) where V = VI u V2 
and E = {(i, j) 1 i E VI, j E Vz, and there exists Ic E VI fl Vg such that 
(i,Ic) E El and (rC,j) E Ez}. We say ri C l72 if there exists a bijection 
cp such that cp(V~) = V 2 and (‘p x cp)(El) C Ez. We say I’r = I’2 if there 
exists a bijection cp such that cp(Vl) = Vz and (‘p x cp)(El) = E2. 
We define the digraph of X by G(X) = (V, E), where V = (n) and 
E = {(i,.?) I &j # 0). 
We define the transitive closure of G(X) by G(X) = (V, E), where 
V = (n) and E = {(i,j) 1 i has access to j in G(X)}. 
Let Q C (n) . Let p = Q’. We write G,(X) = G(Xoo). 
It is well known that X is permutation similar to a matrix in block lower 
triangular Frobenius normal form, with each diagonal block irreducible. 
The irreducible blocks of X correspond to the classes of G(X). If an irre- 
ducible block is singular, we call the corresponding class a singular class. 
Similarly if an irreducible block is nonsingular, we call the corresponding 
class a nonsingular class. 
We call D, = (V, E), where V = (n) and E = ((n) x (n))\{(i, i) 1 i E 
(n)}, the complete (loopless) digraph on n vertices. 
Let Q C (n) and p = CY’. Then C/Caa = Cpp - Cp,(C,,)-lC,p is 
referred to as the Schur complement of C with respect to C,,. 
We say X is a ultrametric matrix if 
(i) X is symmetric with nonnegative entries, 
(ii) xij 2 min{sik,xkj} for all i,j, k E (n), 
(iii) xii 2 max{zik : k E (n)\i} for all i E (n). 
We say X is a strictly ultrametric matrix if the inequality in (iii) is strict 
for all i E (n). If n = 1 and X > 0, then X is considered to be strictly 
ultrametric. We note that ultrametric matrices are called pre-ultrametric 
matrices in [14]. In that paper matrices called ultrametric are required to 
be nonsingular. 
We introduce the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let C E llJP. We define 0(C) to be the complete 
digraph Dn, with each directed edge (i, j) weighted by the value ~j. For 
ease of representation, we represent a pair of directed weighted edges pic- 
torially by 
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i j 
where c,~ is always written closer to i and cji is written closer to j. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let C E BF. Let (i,j,k} C (n) be distinct. We call 
the subgraph of R(C) . d m uced by {i,j, k} a triangle and denote it by Aijk. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let C E EP”. Let {i,j, k} C (n) be distinct. We say 
i is a preferred element of {i,j, k} or a preferred vertex of Aijk if 
(i) czj = cik , 
(ii) Cji = Ckij 
(iii) min{cjk, ckj} 2 min{cj,, cij}, 
(iv) max(cjk, ckj} 2 max{cj,, c,j}. 
Notice that if i is a preferred vertex of Aijk, then Aijk has the following 
labeled pattern: 
f d 
where a = cij = cik, b = cji = Cki, f = ck.j, d = cjk, and min{f,d} >_ 
min{a, b} and max{f, d} > max{a, b}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let C E IFP. We call C a generalized ultrametric 
matria: if 
(i) C is nonnegative, 
(ii) Cii 2 max{cij, Cji} for all i, j E (n), 
(iii) n 2 2, or n > 2 and every subset of (n) with three distinct elements 
has a preferred element. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let C E Wn” be nonnegative. We call R(C) an isosce- 
les graph if n 5 2, or n 2 3 and every triangle in R(C) has a preferred 
vertex. 
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REMARK 2.6. Observe that an isosceles graph must be transitive. This 
is easily proved by considering each of the following possibilities in the 
diagram preceding Definition 2.4: a = 0, or b = 0, or d = 0, or f = 0. 
Clearly C is a generalized ultrametric matrix if and only if R(C) is an 
isosceles graph and cii L max{cij, cji} for all i, j E (n). 
REMARK 2.7. Notice that if C is an ultrametric matrix and {i,j, k} c 
(n) are distinct, then &jk has the following labeled pattern: 
d d 
where d 2 a. This shows that the ultrametric matrices are just the gener- 
alized ultrametric matrices which are symmetric. 
We give an inductive definition of a matrix in nested block form. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let C E R*” be nonnegative. We define inductively 
what it means for C to be in nested block form: 
(i) If n = 1, then C is in nested block form. 
(ii) If n > 1 and nested block form has been defined for all k x k nonneg- 
ative matrices with k < n, then C is in nested block form if 
’ = 
Cl1 kJh 
bz1J-h I c22 ’ 
where Cii and Czz are square matrices in nested block form, El2 and E2i 
are all-ones matrices of the appropriate sizes, b12 2 b21, min{cij, cji} 2 b2l 
for all i, j E (n), and max{cij, cji} 2 bl2 for all i, j E (n). 
In Section 5 we give examples of generalized ultrametric matrices in 
nested block form and illustrate the isosceles graph of one of the examples. 
REMARK 2.9. Let i,j E (n), i < j. If C is in nested block form, then 
~j occurs in an off-diagonal block of a submatrix of C in nested block form, 
and hence cij 2 cji. Consequently, if i < j then cij 2 bl2 and cji 2 b2l. 
REMARK 2.10. It is readily seen that a matrix in nested block form 
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can be decomposed into the sum of an ultrametric matrix and an upper 
triangular nilpotent nonnegative matrix. 
3. INVERSE M-MATRIX INEQUALITIES 
In this section we discuss inequalities for inverses of M-matrices. Ex- 
amples illustrating the results of this section will be given in this section 
and in Section 5. 
We begin with a lemma and a theorem in which we partially re-prove 
known results, and then we provide additional information. 
Let A be a nonsingular M-matrix, Q 2 (n), and B = A/AQa. It is well 
known that B is again an M-matrix (implied by [4, Lemma 11, or see e.g. 
[l, Exercise 5.8, p. 1591). Further, if A is a nonsingular row diagonally 
dominant M-matrix, then it is easy to see that B is again row diagonally 
dominant [stated in part (ii) of our lemma]. In fact, in part (ii) we prove 
a more precise version of this result. Part (iii) can be derived from [12, 
Lemma 21, [7, Lemma 21, or [lo, Lemma 2.21. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A E RP be a nonsingular M-matrix with Ae = s. 
Let cx C (n), ,6 = Q’, and B = A/Aaa. Then: 
(i) B is a nonsingular M-matrix. 
(ii) Ifs 2 0, then B ep=r>O,andforanyiEp,r,>Oifandonlyif 
either si > 0 or there exists j E LY such that sj > 0 and i has access 
to j through cr in G(A). 
(iii) For any i, j E p, i # j, one has bi, < 0 if and only if i has access to 
j through cy in G(A). 
Proof. Recall that 
B = A/A,, = A,, - Ao,(Am)-‘A,p. 
(i): See the comments preceding the statement of the lemma. 
(ii): Let T = -A pa(Aaa)-’ 2 0. Let j E Q. Since by [lo, Lemma 2.21, 
G(T) = G(Ao,)G(A,,), it follows that t,j > 0 if and only if i has access 
to j through a! in G(A). Since 
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we see that 
r = Ts, + sp. 
Thus (as is known) r 2 0. Moreover, ri > 0 if and only if either si > 0 or 
there is a vertex j E a such that sj > 0 and i has access to j through (Y in 
C(A). 
(iii): From [lo, Lemma 2.21, 
G(B) = Wbd u +%&WxJG(A,~), 
and the result follows. 
We now apply Lemma 3.1 to obtain inequalities and conditions for 
equality for the entries of the inverse of a row diagonally dominant M- 
matrix. Theorem 3.2 below was proven for symmetric matrices by Stieltjes 
[ll, pp. 396-3991, who, in this case, proved inequality (i) and also stated 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality in (ii) in terms of direct 
summands of Ai,i,. For general row diagonally dominant M-matrices in- 
equality (i) can be found, for example, in [l, Chapter 9, Lemma 3.141. The 
equality in (ii) generalizes the results of Stieltjes to the unsymmetric case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E IRnn be a nonsingular row diagonally dominant 
M-matrix. Let C = A-’ and Ae = s. Fix i E (n). Let 
k does not have access in Gi(A) to any j for which sj > 0). 
Then: 
(i) cii > cki for all k E (n). 
(ii) cii = cki if and only if k E +yi. 
Proof. (i): Let k E (n)\(i), and let p = {k,i}, cy = p’, and B = 
AI&a. It is well known (see e.g. [15]) that B = (Cop)-‘, and using 
classical results about adjoints we see that 
B= 
1 
-adj Cpp = (det B) 
det Cpp 
Using Lemma 3.1, we obtain (i). 
(ii): Observe that Cii = cki is equivalent to rk = 0, where r = Bea. 
Hence by Lemma 3.1, (ii) holds if and only if sk = 0 and k does not have 
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access in Gi(A) to a vertex j E cx for which sj > 0. But this condition is 
easily seen to be equivalent to k E yi. W 
REMARK 3.3. Note that the proof of Theorem 3.2 immediately yields 
a strict inequality in (i) when A is a strictly row diagonally dominant M- 
matrix. This result can be found in Fiedler and Ptak (51 in the course of 
the proof of their result (3, 5) on p. 427, and is also true for all real strictly 
diagonally dominant matrices (see [6, Theorem 2.5.121). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. The converse of Remark 3.3 need not hold. Consider 
2 -1 -1 
A= -1 
[ 1 3 -1 , -1 -1 3 
8 4 4 
C=A-‘=; 4 5 3 
[ 1 4 3 5 
Notice that A is not strictly row diagonally dominant, but cii > Cki for 
all i # k. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let A be a nonsingular row diagonally dominant M- 
matrix. Let C = A-‘. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) Row i is the only row for which A has a nonzero row sum. 
(ii) Column i of C has all of its entries equal to cit. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.2. m 
Next we look at a theorem on the relationship between the sum of 
the entries of a nonsingular row diagonally dominant M-matrix and the 
minimum entry of each row of its inverse. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A E I@? be a nonsingular row diagonally dominant 
M-matrix. Let t = ~~j=laiJ, C = A-‘, pi = min{cij ( j E (TX)}, and 
p = min( C). Then: 
(i) pzt 5 1 for all i E (n), 
(ii) ,ut = 1 if and only if C h as a column whose entries are all equal to p. 
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Proof. Let Ae = r and E = eeT. Then r 2 0, C 2 0, and 
rh I*~ ... 
e=Cr> I P2 P2 ‘.. - . . . . . . . Pn Pn . . . 
Thus 1 2 pit for all i E (n), establishing 
If PLt = 1, then 
PI Pit 
h P2t 
. r= :I !J /Jn CLnt 
(9. 
1 = Ccijrj 2 Cprj =pt = 1, 
j=l j=l 
and hence equality must hold throughout. Moreover, since cij - p > 0, it 
follows that cijrj = prj for all i,j E (n). Since A is nonsingular, there 
exists i E (n) such that ri > 0. Then cii = ,u, and by Theorem 3.2(i), 
I_L < cki < cii = /A for all k # i, and hence equality must hold. 
If all the entries in column i of C are equal to p, then by Corollary 3.5, 
ri > 0 and rj = 0 for all j # i. Then 
1 = 2 Cijrj = qiri = pt. 
j=l 
Hence pt = 1. ??
The next two examples illustrate the significance of /J = min(C) in 
Theorem 3.6(ii). 
EXAMPLE 3.7. Let 1 
[ 0 
-1 0 
A= 2 -1 1 1 3 ; ; then A-l=C= 
0 0 1 
[ 0 3 1 . 
0 0 1” 
I
Notice that if t and pi are as in Theorem 3.6, then tpl = (2)(k) = 1, but 
C does not contain a column for which all the entries are equal. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let 
1 
A= [ 0 
0 -1 1 2 1 2 1 -1 ; then A-’ = C = 1 2 . 
1 -9 -- t ! 
[ 
1 1 
2 1 
2 
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Notice that if t, pz, and I_L are as in Theorem 3.6, then C contains a column 
of constants, but tp = tpi = (a)(l) < 1 for all i E (3). 
We conclude this section by examining some relationships between the 
entries of the inverse of a nonsingular M-matrix which need not be row 
diagonally dominant. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A be a nonsingular M-matrix. Let C = A-‘, and 
let {i,j, k} C (n) be distinct. Then: 
(i) Cjk = Cj&k/Ci, h w enever j does not have access to k in Gi(A), 
(ii) cjk > cjicil,/c,i whenever j has access to k in Gi(A). 
Proof. Let ,D = {i, j, k} and (Y = p’. Let B = A/Aaa. It is well known 
(see e.g. [15]) that B = (CD,)-’ and B is an M-matrix. By Lemma 3.1, 
bjk = 0 if and only if j does not have access to k in Gi(A). Using classical 
theory about adjoints we see that 
0 2 bjk = -det B det “’ “lc 
[ 1 Cji cjk = -(det B)(c,icjk - cjicik). 
Since det B > 0, the result follows. ??
It is known that cjk > cjicik/cit for all distinct i, j, k is a necessary 
condition for a nonnegative matrix C to be the inverse of an M-matrix (see 
Willoughby [16, Theorem I]). Thus our results in Theorem 3.9 represent a 
sharpening and a graph-theoretical refinement of Willoughby’s observation. 
In the symmetric diagonally dominant case, the following corollary is 
essentially due to Stieltjes [ll, p. 3991. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let A E IF” be a nonsingular M-matrix, and let 
C = A-l. Let {i, j, k} C 
(i) 1f cii = cji then: 
(a) C.jk = cik whenever j 
(b) cjk > cik whenever j 
(ii) If Cii = Cik then: 
- (n) be distinct. 
does not have access to k in G<(A); 
has access to k in Gi(A). 
(a) cjk = cji whenever j does not have access to k in Gi(A); 
(b) Cjk > cji whenever j has access to k in Gi(A). 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 3.9. ??
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4. GENERALIZED ULTRAMETRIC MATRICES 
We begin this section by showing that a generalized ultrametric matrix 
can be represented by an isosceles graph and that it is permutation similar 
to a matrix in nested block form. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let C E IF be nonnegative. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) C is a generalized ultrametric matrix. 
(ii) a(C) is an isosceles graph and cii _> max{cij, cji} for all i, j E (n). 
(iii) C is permutation similar to a matrix in nested block form. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): Follows easily from the definitions. 
(ii) implies (iii): If n 5 2, th en the result follows from the definitions. 
If 72 > 3, fix i,j E (n) SO that Cij 2 Cji and Cij f Cji 5 ckl i- elk for 
all k,l E (n). Let a = czj and b = cjz. We now choose nonempty subsets 
(u, /3 C (n) so that cx n p = 8, cy U ,b = (n), and moreover, 
(4.2) 
where E,p, Eoa are all-ones matrices of appropriate sizes, and 
mm{Ckl, Clk} > 6 min{Ckl, Clk} 2 b for all k, 1 E (n). (4.3) 
Begin by putting i E o and j E p. For each k E (n), if i is a preferred 
vertex of {i, j, k} then put k E /3; otherwise put k E Q. We now show that 
(Y and 0 are index sets for which (4.2) and (4.3) above are satisfied. 
Let ii,iz E o\(i) and ji,j, E P\(j). S ince Q(C) is an isosceles graph, 
every triangle has a preferred vertex. We now sketch the ideas used to 
deduce the weights for the triangles drawn in Figure 1. Note that this 
diagram only contains the edges which are used in the proof. The weights 
of A,j, and Aijj, are determined by the choices of ji, jz E /3, which imply 
that i is a preferred vertex in each case. The weights of Aiji, and Aijtz 
are determined by the choices of ii, i2 E (Y, which imply that i is not 
a preferred vertex of either triangle, and the minimality of a + b, which 
implies that j must be the only preferred vertex in each case. We can 
complete the diagram by observing that j is a preferred vertex of Aji,, 
and ji is the only possible preferred vertex of Aii,j, . Reading weights from 
the triangles in Figure 1 and using the condition that ckk 2 max{ckl, elk} 
for all k, 1 E (n), it is easy to verify that Q and p are as desired. 
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FIG. 1. Diagram for proof of Lemma 4.1, where fnl # 0 or d, # a for m = 1,2, 
max{f,,d,} 2 a and min{fm,dm} 2 b for m = 1,2, and max{g,, h,} 2 u. and 
mink,, /Lag} 2 b for m = 1,2,3,4. 
Since Q(Cao) and R(Coa) are also isosceles graphs, c\: and p can be 
partitioned likewise. Thus C is permutation similar to a matrix in nested 
block form. 
(iii) implies (i): Let C satisfy (iii). Choose cr,p C_ (7~) so that 
is in nested block form. If i E CX, j E p, and k E /3, clearly i is a preferred 
element of {i,j, k}. If i E Q, j E CY, and k E /3, clearly k is a preferred 
element of {i, j, k}. Since C,, and Cpp are also in nested block form, a 
simple induction shows that if i, j, k E cr or i, j, k E p, then {i, j, k} has a 
preferred element. Thus every three-distinct-element subset of (n) has a 
preferred element. 
Since every off-diagonal entry of C must be in some off-diagonal block 
of a matrix in nested block form, it follows that ciz > max{cij, cjz> for all 
,i.j E (n). m 
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Notice that, by Remark 2.10 and Lemma 4.1, any generalized ultramet- 
ric matrix can be decomposed into the sum of an ultrametric matrix and 
a nilpotent nonnegative matrix. 
Notice also that it follows from Definition 2.4(ii) that a generalized 
ultrametric matrix C has a row all of whose entries are equal to min(C) 
if and only if it has a column all of whose entries are equal to min(C). 
Using the nested block form of C and induction, it can be shown that a 
generalized ultrametric matrix has two rows the same if and only if it has 
two columns the same. 
In the following theorem, we show that if a generalized ultrametric ma- 
trix does not contain a row of zeros and does not have two rows which are 
equal, then it is nonsingular, and moreover, it is the inverse of a row and 
column diagonally dominant M-matrix. We could also state part (ii) of our 
theorem using columns instead of rows. This generalizes the results of [8] 
and [13], where the authors show that the inverse of a strictly ultrametric 
matrix is a strictly row and column diagonally dominant M-matrix. A nec- 
essary and sufficient condition for an ultrametric matrix to be nonsingular, 
stated in terms of a certain decomposition of the matrix, may be found in 
[l4]. Recall that ultrametric and strictly ultrametric matrices are defined 
to be symmetric. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let C E !Pn be a generalized ultrametric matrix. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(i) C is nonsingular. 
(ii) C does not contain a row of zeros, and no two rows of C are the 
same. 
(iii) C is nonsingular, and C-i is a row and column diagonally dominant 
M-matrix. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii): If C is nonsingular then (ii) must hold. 
(ii) implies (iii): W e proceed by induction on the size of C. 
If n = 1, then (iii) holds trivially. 
If n 2 2, then assume (ii) implies (iii) for all generalized ultrametric 
matrices of size k x k, where k < n. H 
By Lemma 4.1, we can assume without loss of generality that C is in 
nested block form, labeled as in Definition 2.8. Since (ii) holds for C, it is 
clear from the definition of nested block form that Cii and Csz also satisfy 
(ii), and so by the inductive hypothesis, Cii and Czz are nonsingular and 
their inverses are row and column diagonally dominant M-matrices. 
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If blz = bzl = 0, then C is a block diagonal matrix and we are done. 
If not, then blz > 0 (since in the definition of the nested block form we 
require b12 L bzl). 
Notice also that 
bzl I min(C,,) for m = 1,2. (4.5) 
Let t, be the sum of the entries in (Cmm)-i, m = 1,2. 
Claim 4.6 t,bzl 5 tmb12 5 1 for m = 1,2. 
Proof. The first inequality follows easily, since b2l 5 b12. Since C is in 
nested block form, by Remark 2.9 we have 612 5 cij for all i < j, and hence 
bl2 5 the minimum entry in the first row of C,,. The second inequality 
now follows from Theorem 3.6(i) applied to (Cmm)-‘. W 
Claim 4.7 C/C mm is a generalized ultrametric matrix satisfying con- 
dition (ii) for m = 1,2. 
Proof. Let 1 = 3 - m. Then 
By Claim 4.6, (4.5), and (4.8) it is easily checked that C/Cm,,, satisfies the 
definition of a generalized ultrametric matrix. Moreover C/Cm,,, does not 
have two equal rows; otherwise Cl1 and hence C would have two equal rows. 
It remains to show that C/Cm,,, does not contain a row of zeros. Suppose 
it does. Then by (4.8) Cl, has a row all of whose entries equal bzlb&, and 
hence, by Claim 4.6 and (4.5), 
b21h2tm 5 bzl L mi4-3) i b2lblA. 
If b2l = 0, then Cl1 and hence C would have a row of zeros. Thus b2l > 0 
and equality must hold throughout. Hence 
bzlbtm = bzl = min(Cu), (4.9) 
and 
t, = l/b12. (4.10) 
Since Cl1 has a row of entries equal to b21, it has a diagonal entry equal to 
b21, and since the diagonal entry is greater than or equal to b12, it follows 
that bzl = bl2. Hence by (4.10), (4.5), and Theorem 3.6(i) applied to 
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c mm, t, = l/min(Cmm). By Theorem 3.6(ii) applied to [(C,,)-‘lT we 
now have that C,, also has a row all of whose entries equal bzl. Hence our 
assumption that C/Cmm contains a row of zeros implies that C contains 
two rows all of whose entries equal b 21, a contradiction. This establishes 
the claim. ??
By Claim 4.7 and our inductive assumption, C,, and C/C,,, m = 
1,2, are the inverses of row and column diagonally dominant M-matrices. 
Consequently, combining formulas from [2, (lo), p. 7731 (see also [3]) and 
[15, (4), p. 2511, A = C-l can be written as 
A = 
(C/C22)-l 
-(C22)-'bzlEzl(C/c22)-1 
-(C1l)-lblzElz(C/C1l)-l , (4.11) 
(C/C11)-’ 1 
A = 
(w-22)-l -(C/C22)-‘b12E12(C22)-1 
-(C/Cll)-1b21~21(C11)-1 (c/cll)-l 1 . 
. (4 l2) 
We now show that A is a Z-matrix. Since the diagonal blocks of A in 
(4.11) are M-matrices, we need only show that A,1 5 0 for m = 1,2, 1 = 
3 - m. Let sj 2 0 and rj > 0 denote the sums of the entries in column j 
of (C/Cmm)-1 and in row j of (Cm,)-‘, respectively. Then, by (4.11), 
Am1 = -(Cm,)-lbml~ml(C/Cmm)-l 
Next we show that A is row diagonally dominant. From (4.12) and 
Claim 4.6, if m = 1,2 and I= 3 - m, then 
A mmem + A,lel = (C/Gl)-‘e, - (C/Cll)-‘bml~ml(Cll)-lel 
= (C/S1 )-lem - (C/G)-lbmhem 
= (1 - b,&)(C/Cll)-‘e, L 0. 
Similarly, from (4.11) and Claim 4.6, A is column diagonally dominant 
because 
(sJTAmm + (#‘Al, 
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= (e,)T(C/Cu-l - (el)T(C,l)-lbl,E1,(C/C1l)-l 
= (e,)T(C/Cu-l - (em)Tth,(CIG~)-l 
= (em>T(C/G-l(l - hmh) 2 0. 
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(iii) implies (i): Follows trivially. ??
COROLLARY 4.13. Let C be a nonsingular generalized ultrametric ma- 
trix which is in nested block form (labeled as in Definition 2.8). Then 
Cll, Czz, and the Schur complements C/C11 and C/C22 are nonsingular 
generalized ultrametric matrices. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.4 and Claim 4.7. H 
We remark here that not all Schur complements of generalized ultra- 
metric matrices are generalized ultrametric matrices (see Section 5). 
5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the following generalized ultrametric matrix 
in nested block form: 
2 2 2 2 2 
1 3 2 2 2 
c= 1 1 5 4 3. 
1 1 1 5 3 
1 1 1 1 3 
Consider the representation Q(C) shown in Figure 2. Notice that every 
triangle has a preferred vertex; hence a(C) is an isosceles graph, as required 
by Lemma 4.1. 
Observe that we can write C as a sum of an ultrametric matrix and a 
nonnegative nilpotent matrix as follows: 
r2 1 1 1 1 
1 3 1 1 1 
c= 1 15 1 1 + 
1 1 1 5 1 
1 1 1 1 3 
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Let LY = { 1,2} and p = cy’, and consider the Schur complements 
4 3 2 
C/Caa = [ 0 4 2 1 ) 
0 0 2 
which are also generalized ultrametric matrices, as required by Corol- 
lary 4.13. However, observe that if (Y = {1,3}, then 
[ 8 0 16 0 1 2 81 
is not a generalized ultrametric matrix. Hence a Schur complement of 
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a generalized ultrametric matrix need not be a generalized ultrametric 
matrix. 
Consider 
A=C-’ 
and let 
Then 
28 -16 -4 -1 -3 
1 
-4 16 -4 -1 -3 
=- 
32 
0 0 8 -6 -2 
0 0 0 8 -8 
-8 0 0 0 16 
e = [l 1 1 1 llT. 
r = Ae= i[l 1 0 0 21T, 
and 
s=eTA=i[l 0 0 0 01. 
Thus A is an M-matrix which is both row and column diagonally dominant, 
as predicted by Theorem 4.4. Moreover, the sum of the entries of A is 
4 < 1 = min(C), as required by Theorem 3.6. 
Note that row 1 of C has all its entries equal to err, and si = 0 for all 
i # 1, as required by Corollary 3.5 applied to AT. 
Let yi be defined as in Theorem 3.2. Notice that 7-s = r4 = 0, while 
rr > 0 and r2 > 0. Vertices 3 and 4 do not access vertices 1 and 2 in 
Gs(A). Hence 75 = {3,4}. We also note that ~55 = ~45 = ~35, as required 
by Theorem 3.2 applied to A. Further, as required by Corollary 3.10, since 
4 does not have access to 3 in Gs(A), ~43 = ~53. Since 3 has access to 4 in 
%(A), c34 > c54. Since 3 and 4 do not have access to 1 and 2 in Gs(A), it 
follows that ~31 = ~41 = ~51 and ~32 = ~42 = ~52. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. An example of a nonsingular (symmetric) ultrametric 
matrix which is not strictly diagonally dominant is given by 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Note that Definition 2.3 allows min{f, d} 5 max{a, b}. 
For example, the following matrix is a nonsingular generalized ultrametric 
with 
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matrix whose inverse is a strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix: 
However, the matrix 
B= 
14 1 -9 -9 
B-’ z & _; ‘; ,; -; , 
I I -3 -3 1 14 
shows that if we remove the condition that max{c,d} 2 max{a, b} from 
Definition 2.3, the inverse need not be an M-matrix. 
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